Build Your Own With Adobe Spark

Materials:

- This instruction sheet
- Intro label, artifact labels, and images from Writing, Editing, and Design activity
- Computer and equipment (one per group)

Instructions:

1. In your group, choose whether you would like to create a web-based slideshow or video.

2. Determine how you would like to script your digital interactive using the text and images you chose earlier. Decide if you’d like to further edit your text, add or delete any images, or hone your thematic statement.

3. Dig in to Adobe Spark! Ask questions, try it out, and experiment with formats. Presenters will be floating throughout the activity to help.

4. Once everyone is finished, view all group’s projects and provide feedback.

While you’re working ask yourselves these questions:

- What is different about this presentation style than the paper exhibit you created this morning?
- What can you do with this technology that you weren’t able to do on paper?
- Is the audience you imagine using this digital interactive different than the one you pictured this morning?